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EQUATIONS AND CHARTS FOR THE RAPID ESTIMATION OF HINGE-MOMENT AND
EFFECTIVENESS PARAMETERS FOR TRAILING-EDGE CONTROLS HAVING LEADING
AND TRAILING EDGES SWEPT AHEAD ,OF THE MACH LINES I
By KENNITH L. GOIN
SUMMARY coefficient due to wing angle of attack, as predicted by
Existi_._gconical-flow solutions have been used to calculate the linearized theory, may be determined in an estimated 5
hinge-moment and effectiveness parameters of trailing-edge con- percent of the time required without the use of such equa-
trols having leading and trailing edges swept ahead of the tions and charts. Also included is an approximate method
Mach lines and having streamwise root and tip chords. Equa- by which these hinge-moment and effectiveness parameters
tions and detailed charts are presented for the rapid estimation may be corrected for airfoil-section thickness.
of these parameters. Also included is an approximate method The equations and charts presented are applicable to
by which these parameters may be corrected for airfoil-se'ction control-surface plan forms that vary tba'oughout the range
thickness, in which the leading and trailing edges are supersonic and
Deflected controlsare assumed to be located eitheratthe wing the root and Lip chords are in a streamwise direction.
tip or far enough inboard to prevent the outermost Mach lines Deflected controls are assumed to be located either at the
from the controls from crossing the wing tip. For either of wing tip or far enough inboard to prevent the outermost
these locations, the innermost Mach lines are assumed not to Mach lines from the controls from crossing the wing tip.
cross the wing root chord. The method for determining con- For either of these locations, the innermost Mach lines are
trol hinge moment resulting from wing angle-of-attack loading assumed not to cross the wing root chord. The method for
is valid for wing plan forms having the leading edges swept calculating the hinge-moment coefficient due to wing angle
ahead of the Mach lines and having streamwise tips. The only of attack is valid for wing plan forms having straight super-
additional restrictions are that the controls must not be influenced sonic edges and streamwise tips. This method is restricted
by the tip conical fie w from the opposite wing panel or by the only in that the controls must not lie in a region influenced
interaction of the wing-root Mach cone with the wing tip. by the Lip conical flow from the opposite wing panel or by
the interaction of the wing-root Mach cone with the wing'tip.
INTRODUCTION
SYMBOLS
Linearized theory, though neglecting viscosity _nd second-
order effects existing in practice, is the most practical method M free-stream Mach number .
now available for estimating the characteristics of control f_=-_/M_--I--1
surfaces at supersonic speeds. A general application of this C_, C2 functions of Mach number used in calculat-
theory to control surfaces having edges swept either ahead ing two-dimensional-flow characteristics
h angle of sweep of wing leading edge, posi-of or behind the Mach lines is presented in reference 1.
Live when swept back(Edges swept ahead of or behind the Maeh lines are_-subse:
quently referred Lo as supersonic or subsonic edges.) A/_L angle of sweep of control hinge line, posi-
Conical-flow solutions for various deflected control con- tire when swept back
figurations are presented in reference 2. Such solutions ATE angle of sweep of wing trailing edge, posi-
tive when swept backwere used in reference 3 to evaluate the characteristics of a
restricted family of trailing-edge control surfaces, bl span of control surface
In the present report a general analysis based on existing cI, root chord of control surface
conical-flow solutions has been made which will apply to a cl, tip chord of control surface
broad range of trailing-edge control configurations having Xl control-surface taper ratio (cl,/clr)
supersonic edges and will provide for a comprehensive cover- $I area of control surface
age of control location, aspect ratio, taper ratio, and sweep. A f aspect ratio of control surface (b7/$1)
Equations and detailed charts are presented from which A/=_A I
lift, pitching-moment, rolling-moment, and hinge-moment M_ area moment of control surface about
coefficients due to control deflection and hinge-moment hinge axis
l Supersedes NACA TN 2221, "Equations and Charts for the Rapid Estimation of Hinge-iV[oment and Effectiveness Parameters for Trail_g-Edge Controls Having Leading and
Tt'ailing Edges Swept Ahead of the Mach Lines" by Kennith L. Ooin, 1950.
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SL area of a loaded region Cz Rolling moment about wing root chord
St0 area of part of deflected control surface 2qbS
lying in two-dimensional-flow region less C,,: Pitching moment about wing axis of pitch
area lying in region of overlap of qS_
conical-flow fields F1, thickness correction factor for C ' and C '
r_0 moment of S_0 about hinge axis _ thickness correction factor for C_ and Cm_'
lo moment of SL0 about control root chord F3 thickness cor_'ection factor for Ch
distance of center of loading from control Ap difference betweenlocalpressureandstream
hinge axis measured normal to hinge axis static pressure
spanwise distance of centerof loading from C_ pressure coefficient (hp/q)
control root chord Uvo two-dimensional pressure coefficient
0 slope of airfoil-section contour ( 28 ) ( 2a1__)t/2_ one-half airfoil-thickness ratio measured 57.3_/_ or 57.3_/
in plane normal to control hinge axis P' local pressure ra_io (U_/Cpo)
(t/c)m_z maximum airf0il-thickness ratio measured
in plane normal to control hinge axis P average value of pressure ratio P' over
(fP'dS_
x/c chordwise position measured in plane conical-flow region \- _ }
normal to control hinge axis
xh/c chordwise location of control hinge axis r angle denoting arbitrary position of ray
measured in plane normal to control in conical-flow field
hinge axis r'= "r+ATE
(t/2c)', (x/c)' dimensions measured in plane normal to t=f_ tan r
wing leading edge t'=_ tan r'
xl distance of leading edge of control root 1
chord behind wing axis of pitch r=_
yf distance of root chord of control from root n, r' nondimensional coordinates used in inte-
chord of wing gration of wing root and tip conical
b wing span pressures
c, wing root chord _ angle of sweep of line intersecting eonieal-
c t wing tip chord flow regions of wing at angle of attack
mean aerodynamic chord of wing
S area of semispan wing Subscripts:
tan A 8, a denote partial derivative of force and me-
g= _ ment coefficients with respect to 8 or a
tan AzL cp denotes center-of-pressure ray location
if,=
Superscript:
d=tan ArE * indicates that parameters P, PSi, PSi2,
PSLfl, Lp', and r_p refer to loss of load-
a wing angle of attack, degrees ing from two-dimensional value rather
angle of control-surface deflection nleas- than to actual loading
ured in streamwise direction, degrees
q free-stream dynamic pressure ANALYSIS
Lift induced by deflected control
CLt-- qSf CHARACTERISTICS DUE TO DEFLECTION OF CONTROL SURFACES
Moment about control root chord induced by
deflected control Scope.--Existing solutions of the linearized equations of
C'
z -- q b_Sf fluid motion have been used as a basis for calculating the
Moment about hinge axis induced by deflected control characteristics due to deflection of trailing-edge control
Cm'-- 2qM, surfaces on wings in steady flight at supersonic speeds.
These solutions, as presented in reference 2, are applicableC Hinge moment
h= 2qM_ to configurations for which the leading and trailing edges of
Lift induced by deflected control the control are supersonic and the root and tip chords are
CL-- qS streamwise. Two control-surface locations are, considered.
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The control is assumed to be located either at the wing tip this region as a simple geometric area and are also included
or far enough inboard to prevent the outermost Math line in table II(c). Results obtained by evaluating the general
from the control from crossing tile wing tip. For either of equations of table II when t!my become indeterminate
these locations, the innermost Math lines are assumed not to at taper ratios of 1.0 are presented in table III.
cross the wing root chord. For these locations, deflected For regions in which the two conical-flow fields overlap,
control-surface characteristics are functions only of Math the method of superposition must be used wherein the losses
number and control-surface plan form. (The parameter ill pressure ratio from the two-dimensional value (P'_I.0)
Ch_ depends on costrol-surfaee location only when the in the two conical-flow regions are additive; that is,
control is located inboard from the wing tip and lies in a
.0-- m_,)--(1.0--Smo_')region influenced either by the interaction of the control-tip P'= 1.0--(1 P '
Math cone with the wing tip or by the reflection from the , p , •
wing root chord of the innermost control Math line.) If =---1.0d-Pmc_ d- m_ :
the limitations previously mentioned are considered, the (Subscripts mc_ alid me2 refer to inboard and outboard
analysis is valid for all controls except those located at the conical-flow regions, respectively.) The net effects of the
wing tip and having the inboard conical-flow regions inter- pressure distribution in this region are obtained by adding
setting, the tip. In such cases, the conical pressures on the the effects of the two conical-flow regions as though the flow
control, as given in reference 2, are not applicab!e in the regions did not overlap and by subiractiag the effects of a
region influenced by the interaction of the Math cone with two-dimensional pressure distribution. This subtraction is
the wing tip. Necessary corrections for this region can be accomplished by use of the equations for the two-dimensional
determined by the method described in reference 4. Such region (tables II (c) and III (b)). In calculating control
corrections are not considered in the present report because hinge nloments it was convenient to calculate the effects of
of the prohibitive amount of computation involved. Results regions I_ and II¢ or III (fig. 1) and then to subtract the
not including these corrections are presented, however, effects of the parts of these regions lying off the control.
because they should be very useful as an indication of trends For controls located at the wing tip and having tile inboard
and should in many cases closely approximate the corrected Math cone intersecting the tip, a similar procedure was also
result, used to reduce to zero .the lift, pitching moment, _nd rolling
Method.--In order to determine control-surface character- moment contributed by the triangular part of the inboard
istics, the two-dimensional region and the triangular segments conical-flow region lying beyond the tip. As previously
oftheconical-flowregions(fig. 1)areeonsideredindependently. mentioned for this case, a rigid application of linearized
The characteristics are obtained by summing the products theory would require a correction, as described in reference 4,
of pressure ratio and nondimensional-area and momeI_t-arm to the loading assumed in the region influenced by the inter-
parameters for all parts (table I). The nature of conical action of the root Math cone with the free edge. It should
flow is such that the pressure is resistant along any ray from be pointed out that the areas influenced by such interactions
the origin of the flow field. Any infinitesimal triangle having become appreciable for extreme conditions and approximate
the origin of the flow field as an-apex, therefore, has its results for such configurations should be used with caution.
center of pressure located at two-thirds of the distance from
the _pex to the base. It follows that the summation of the HINGEMOMENTDEETOWINGANGLE-OF-ATTACKHANGE
loading of such infinitesimal triangles results in a finite Seope.--Conical-flow solutions for swept wings at super-
triangle having its center of pressure lying on a line parallel sonic speeds, as presented in reference 5, are used as a basis
to the base and located at two-thirds of the distance from for the analysis. These solutions are applicable to wing plan
the apex to the base. The center-of-pressure location and, forms having straight supersonic edges and streamwise tips.
consequently, the desired moment arms can therefore be As in tile analysis for deflected control surfaces, only con-
determined from the location of the ray on which the center trol surfaces having supersonic edges and streamwise root
of pressure lies. General equations for the average pressure and tip chords are considered. The only restrictions re-
ratio and center-of-pressure ray location for each conical garding control location are that the control must not lie in a
segment (tables II (a) and II (b)) were obtained by integrat- region influenced by the tip conical flow from the opposite
ing the pressure equations of reference 2. (See appendix A.) wing panel or by the interaction of the wing-root Math cone
Table II(c) presents equations for the nondimensional-area with the wing tip.
and moment-arm parameters (in terms of center-of-pressure Method.--The method Consists essentially of determining
ray location) for each conical segment. Equations pertaining the hhlge-moment parameter PSj for the flap by assuming
to tile two-dimensional region were obtained by treating two-dimensional loading and then subtracting the losses
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resulting from the wing-root and wing-tip concial flows. _, Cm'(Two-dimensional with thickness)
The conical-flow losses are obtained by dividing the conical _2: _n_ _t
regions into a series of triangular segments, each having its Ch(Two-dimensional with thickness)
apex at the origin of the Mach cone, and by summing the -- C_(Two-dimensional fiat plate) (2)
hinge-moment parameters (PSLS)* for these segments as F Ch(Two-dimensional with thickness)
illustrated in figure 2. In determining (PSL_)* for the a= _n-a-l_t_ (3)triangular segments, integrations of the loading are nec-
essary for obtaining P* and 5. As has been previously (The coefficients in equations (1) and (2) are for deflected
explained for this type of conical-flow segment, it is sufficient con trols, and the coefficients in equation (3) are those result-
to determine P* and t_ because the moment arm _ can ing from wing angle-of-attack loading.) Corrected values
be determined from t,p. The method for obtaining P* of L,, _,, m,,C ' C ' C ' Ch_, and Ch are obtained by multiply-
and t,_ is illustrated in figure 3 and involves integrating the ing the results obtained by use of the linearized theory for
pressure losses along "the bases of the segments. From three-dimensional fiat plates by the appropriate factors.
integrations of the pressure losses between 0 and nl (or 0 and The factors are determined, as described in appendix B,
r/), values of P* and n_p (or r,_') are obtained. Values of by using the Busemann second-order approximation to
P* and values of t,,, corresponding to n,, (or r_'), obtained determine the coefficients for sections having thickness. This
in this manner are applicable to the triangular segment approximation gives results which are generally in good agree-
bounded by the Mach line, the ray r--r_, and the section merit with results obtained by use of the more involved
intersecting the Mach cone. Results have been obtained exact theories. The theory is not considered accurate,
by numerical integration using Simpson's rule (reference 6) however, at Mach numbers for which the shocks become
except in regions where the slopes of the pressure curves detached or at Mach numbers below about 1.3 (reference 9).
become infinite (fig. 3). ]in these regions, integrating coef- For the general group of airfoil sections that are symmetrical
ficients, as presented in reference 7, have been used. Forms about the chord plane, equations for the correction factors
by which the integrations were made are presented in tables as derived in appendix B are:
IV to VII. The upper parts of these forms are used for com-
 r.surr ios .co.
intersecting the Mach Cones (fig. 3).' In the lower part of 1 ],_ ( _½ 2c/ xthe form, the areas and ar a moments about n (or r')----0 F1 (_) 1-]-2_11 --_-X I d- (4)of th curves of 1--P' plotted agai st (or r') are deter- 1- . /c d / c
mined and are used to obtain P* and t_pfor the corresponding
triangular segments. Tables IV to VII can be used directly _'°x xh,Xtlq_2d t_ !(( xfor calculating the loading distribution for intermediate F2---- 2 C2 2c d c (5)
cases or cases not included in the present report. (1--_) _ J_h/c c--c \ _d x ]
METHOD FOR APPROXIMATELY CORRECTING RESULTS OBTAINED FROM
[Seope.--The method for approximately correcting the 2 ?_.0 xtheoretical results for airfoil-section thickness is based on Fa---- (x xh') 1+2 C_ d s um., oo
having finite thickness, the ratio of conical to two-
dimensional pressm'e is the same as that predicted by tinearized CHARTS
theory for an infinitely thin flat plate. (This method is a PRESENTATION
variation of the method presented in reference 8.) The Aside from the restrictions regarding location, the charac-
method can be logically applied only to configurations having teristics of deflected control surfaces are functions only of
similar sections at all spanwise positions affected. The control plan form and Mach number. The effects of plan
method is expected to give most accurate results at moderate form and Mach number are determined from solutions to
and high Mach numbers for thin controls located inboard tan AsL
from the wing tip and having relatively large areas over equations (tables I to III) involving the variables" f--,
which the fl0w is two-dimensional: tan ArE, and XI. (For untapered controls the variablesMethod.--On the basis of the preceding assumption, the fl )factors:meth°drequires the determination of the following three are tan___AnLand flA s. Figure 4 presents/3CL_', [3C_',_C,_'.
Fl=CL'(Two-dimensional with thickness) and flCh_as functions of these variables for controls located
C_'(Two-dimensional flat plate) at the wing tip. Each chart of figure 4 presents the charac-
C/(Two-dimensional with thickness) teristics of a series of plan forms having a fixed hinge-line
-- C/ (Two-dimensional flat plate) (1) sweep angle (if the Much nmnber is considered to be fixed)
I
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and varying trailing-edge sweep angles and taper ratios. These values are then used for entry into the charts, figures 4
The solid-line curvespresent the effects of varying taper ratio or 5 and 6, depending on control location. The coefficients
for plan forms having fixed hinge line and trailing-edge sweep obtained from the charts have been made nondimensional
angles. The characteristics of controls having constant as- by use of control geometric parameters. For determining
pect ratios are indicated in the charts for _Ca_ by dashed the coefficients based on the usual wing parameters, the fol-
lines. Constant-aspect-ratio curves are not included in the lowing equations are given (approximate thickness correction
charts for the other characteristics because, in many cases, factors are included but can be neglected by letting the
they would be quite confusing. If desired, such curves can factors equal 1.0):
be drawn by simply determining the taper ratio at which the _ _ S:
curve will intersect each of the curves of constant d from the (CL_)_--F:CL_ _ (7)
following relation:
C'
2--A:'(a--d) "C " (CL_)_[ - b z8 '_
_:--2+A:'(a--d) ( _)=:-_ _y:_- :-_,] (8)
Forinverselytaperedcontrols, theparameteri/k/isusedas _(F2G_,'2M.-- _ )a coordinate to av id elongation of the curves. Calculations (Cm,)c----- _F1CL_' S: _l+_2a2-Bab: -x:1
were made at values of X: and _ =0, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80, (9)
and 0.95 and at values of A/---0.8, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, and (Ca_)_=F2Ch_ (10)
10.0 for untapered controls. Calculated results not included
in the charts are presented in table VIII. The results not (The subscript c indicates that the approximate thickness
included in the charts are mainly for configurations having correction factors have been included.)
values of tan ArE For determining the control hinge moment due to wing
near I1.0I and, consequently, having ex- angle of attack, preliminary calculations are first made on the
tremely lai'ge areas of induced loading on the wing. Results computing form of table IX. Results of these computations
for such configurations are of little practical value because if indicate positions in the charts (figs. 7 to 10) from which P*
these large areas are to lie entirely on the wing, as has been and t_, are to be obtained. Values from the charts are then
assumed, the wing must have a very large span or the control inserted in table IX and the operations indicated in the corn-
must have a very small chord, puting form are completed. The approximate thickness cor-
Charts presenting the characteristics of deflected controls rection factor can be applied by use of the following equation:
located inboard from the wing tip are presented in figures
F5 and 6. These charts vary somewhat from those for con- (Ca,)o= 3Ca, (11)
C'trols located at the wing tip. Equations for _ L_ and
/3C_' were simplified and found to be dependent only on ILLUSTRATIVEEXAMPLE
tan A,L and tan AT_ These equations, with results in As an example of the use of the charts, the control-surfacef_ _ characteristics are determined for the configuration shown in
chart form, are presented in figure 5. Charts for _Gas and figure 11. The wing is assumed to have 5-percent-thick
_C_' (fig. 6) are presented only for normal taper ratios symmetrical parabolic sections in planes normal to the
control hinge line.because the characteristics of inversely tapered controls can
--tan AHL --tan hrs Lift and pitching-moment coefficients are obtained by
be obtained by entering the charts at f_ ' _' entering the charts of figure 5 at values of tan AHL__0.40 and
and 1/Xf.
The computing form for Ca is presented in table IX and tan A_E=0.35. Hinge-moment and rolling-moment coef-
is self-explanatory. Supplementary charts for determining ficients are obtained by entering the charts of figure 6 (g) at
the loading distribution (P* and t_p)for the various triangular values of rant and _:=0.713. Coefficients obtained
segments of the conical-flow regions are presented in figures $r_=0.35
7 Io 10. It should be pointed out that figures 8 and 10 can from the charts are _CL'=0.0748, _Cz5'=--0.0365,
easily be used for determining the spanwise and chordwise _C_'=0.0372, and f_Ca------0.0345. The calculation of Ca
loading of the wings considered in this report and will there, for the example is presented in table IX. Preliminary
fore be of value in making loads analyses, calculations are made in table IX (a) and in column (1) of
USE table IX (b). Values of n and r' calculated in column (1) are
In order to use the charts for determining the character- used to enter the charts (figs. 7 to 10). Values of P'and t¢p
obtained from the charts are inserted in columns (2) and (3)
istics of deflected controls, values of tan A_ tan Ar_
--_-, -_, and of table IX (b) and the computations are completed. The
)_:for the configuration being considered must be determined, theoretical value of Ca is --0.0194.
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The 6quation for the section contour in a plane normal to or in terms of x/c ....
the control hinge axis is
d(±Y 2(t x+ r J-x'Z• [\ [- / \Ttx x 2 \2c/ \Cl,_ FI_ 2t=2c)mo [j-c)j (12) -- --- L (17b)2c d (_xy cos (A--AHL) c 1_\c]2]
\c/
The slope in this:plane at any point along the airfoil is Substitution of equation (17b)in equation (6) yields the
d t following equation for F3:
2c--2 1 --2 (13)
c F3=1 3C1(1_-K) cos (A--AHr) 2 1+2 --K 1-
Substitution of equation (13) in equations (4) and (5) yields (18)
the following equations for F_ and F2:
From equations (14), (15), and (18), the following correction
C_(t'_ xh (14) factors:are obtained for the sample configuration: F_=0.8077,
F1=1-4C_\c/_ c /#2=0.7889, and F3=0.7355. It is of interest to note that
these values indicate appreciable losses in loading due to
4CJt\/ _).... 1F2=1 3 (c),,,_ +2 (15) airfoil-section thickness, and it might be pointed ou_ that
greater losses would be obtained for thicker airfoil sections.
The coefficients obtained from the charts and the preced-
For determining F3, the equation for the section contour ing correction factors are then substituted in equations (4)
in a plane normal to the wing leading edge is written as to (8). The results obtained are
,' .... c)-i j
where (O_) ---0.000619
K=tan (h--h_) tan (A--ArE) (Ch_)_=--0.0182
The slope of the airfoil contour in this plane is (Ch.)_=--0.0143
d _ 2 c max J: \C/ \e/ (17a)
(X)'-- l _ NATIONAL ADVISORY COHMITTEE _OR AERONAUTICS,d cos (A--A,_) ! _-K c LANGLEY FIELD, VA., September 8, 1950.
APPENDIX A
METHOD OF INTEGRATING PRESSURES OVER CONICALREGIONS OF DEFLECTED CONTROLS
The pressure distributions ill the conical.flow regions The procedures followed in tile integrations of equations
shown in figure 12 are given in reference 2. With suitable (A3) and (A4) are the same for regions I and III and are
changes in notation these are: only shown for region I. If the Math number is assumed
For region I, to equal #'2, where f_=l, equation (A1) may be written in
p,=l a--t terms of t'cos - ' (A 1) as follows:7r 1 --at
For region IiI, p,=l _l(a+d)--(1--ad)t'cos
p,=l 1 --(2+a)tcos -_ (A2)
_r 1+at If y is substituted for cos _rP', equations (A3) and (A4)
become
Because the flow is conical in regions t and III, integrations
of tile pressures along the trailing edge within these regions --(1--a_)(l+d 2)_Y! cos-ly
are representative of integrations over corresponding tri- _ Jr1 [(1--ad)--(a--d)Y] 2dy
angular segments having the Much cone origin as apexes. P=- F_2 dy (A5)
For such integrations, a coordinate for distance along the --(1--a2)(l+d2)Jvl [(1--ad)--(a--d)Y] 2
trailing edge must be introduced. The nondimensional
coordinate chosen was t'=fl tan r' (fig. 12 and reference 2). --(I--a2)(1 +d 2)rv2 (a+d)-(1 +ad)y
The integrations required for determining average pressure t ' _ 3v_ [(1--ad)--(a--d)Y] sc°s-lydy
_ (A6)
ratio and center-of-pressure ray location for any segment are --(1 --a2)(1 +d 2) _v2 cos-_y ,
_r j_ [(1--ad_(a--d)y] 2ay
p__.)tl" P'dt' Integration by parts was then employed in
the solutions
(A3) of equations (A5) and (A6). _
t2'dtP
.Jr1' For cases in which the conical-flow region overlaps the
and opposite parting line, the average pressure loss and center-
,t2 t'P' dV of-pressure ray location are required for regions I_ and Ib(fig. 1). Equations (A3) and (A4) may be used in obtaining
t_,' .It,' 'P' dt' (A4) the solutions for region I, by a slight modification requiring
;t_ no additional integration. Thus,
(Subscripts 1 and 2 indicate values of t' corresponding to the (t_, (1 --P') dt' ;t_, P' dt'
end points of the part of t' over which integrations were made.) p, = J_l' = 1 - _ 1' (A7)
;t2 _
A Math number of _/2 was assumed for convenience (_= 1) _t_, dt' dt'
in making the integrations of equations (A3) and (A4). This ,)tl' 1'
• assumption is valid because any case of Mash number greater r t_' t'(1 --P') dt' Ft'27 t_'- _t2' t'P' dt'
than 1 can readily be reduced to an equivalent case aiM= ,f2 k 2 JtV Jr1' (A8)by an aifine transformation corresponding to the Prandtl- t_p':: J_' -- ,, _t,
-- (1--P')dr' [t'T -- I P' dr'Glauert transformation for the subsonic ease (reference 5). Jh' _ _t_' jh,
An example of this transformation is shown in figure 13.
The equivalent plan form is obtained by dividing all stream- In obtaining the solutions for region I_ (fig. 1), essentially
wise dimensions by _ and leaving lateral dimensions un- the same procedure as previously outlined was used. The
changed; consequently, values of a, d, and t (for equivalent parameter r --1 was used to represent distance along thepoints) are the same. From equations (AI) and (A2), it can
readily be s,een that values of P' for equivalent points are the parting line nondimensionally. Values of P* and r_p were
same. It follows that summation of p, over equivalent obtained by making integrations similar to those in equa-
regions results in equal values of P and t_,. It is apparent tions (A7) and (A8) (before simplifications).
from figure 13, however, that values of t '_p are different. Results of integrations over all regions shown in figure 1
This difference is of no consequence because values of t_ for are presented in tables II (a)_ and II (b). Results of evalu-
the equivalent wing (obtained from t_' and geometric re- ating these equations at taper ratios of 1.0, where they
lations) are the same as values of t_pfor the initial wing. become indeterminate, are presented in table III (a).
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METHOD FOR DETERMINING THICKNESS CORRECTIONFACTORS
•The pressure coefficient at any point on a two-dimensional The following correction factors are then determined by
surface as given by the Busemann second-order approxi- dividing equations (B2) and (B3) by equations (B4) and
mation (reference 8, with suitable changes in notation) is (B5), respectively:
1 rl.o [(Cp)L-(C_)u] d -x
q_-- G(_+ 0)+ qd_+ 0)2 (B1) F, / _\ dxd¢ c (B6)
(Tile angle _ is considered positive when calculating Cp for 2C,_ t l-c)
lower surface and negative when calculating C_ for upper
surface. Throughout appendix B, _ is considered to be in F2 1 r 1'0(XX_ [(Cp)L--(C_,)v] d x (B7)
radians.) The constants C, and C2 are functions only of Ci_(lXh_]xdo\c c c
Math number. Equations for these constants and tabu- \ c/
lated values are presented in reference 10.
The lifting pressure coefficient at any chordwise position If the sections are assumed to be symmetrical about the
chord plane, equations (136)and (137)can be simplified becauseis simply the difference between the pressure coefficients on
obtained by integrating the local lifting pressure coefficients (between the hinge line (x=_ and the trailing edge (Cp)'L-(Cp)v-2_ C,q-2C2 (BS)\c c 
Equations (B6) and (B7) then become
1 ---- c p1.0
c F_-- 1 1+2 C2 2c z
1 xh # G d-c (B9)
(The subscripts L and U denote lower and upper surfaces.) c ,_/_,/e
Similarly, the hinge-moment coefficient is obtained by inte-
(xgrating the products of local lifting pressure coefficient and 2 /,1.0 C= 2c d X(B10)momentarmbetweenthehingelineandthetrailingedge.Thus, F2 ( -xh_2 II_c/d._dc\c c/ 1+2C, dX / c
-1  ma)
i'z,,\l,,l_Tj_,Jzd_\c c/[(C,)L The equation for Fa, may be written as equation (BT)for
F2 (substituting a for _)
An application of sweepback theory, as explained in refer-
ence 10, must be used for determining CvL--Upv. It is ira- Fa--- 1 r *.°(x x,,_ [(C_)L (Cv)v] d x (B11)
portant to note that, for deflected controls, this theory C,a(l__) 2 .,h/_\c-c/ c -.•
requires the use of the Math number component and the
airfoil section in a plane normal to the control hinge axis.
Values of CL' and Ch thus obtained are based on the dynamic- In this case, however, the airfoil section and Math nmnber
pressure component normal to the hing e line and the deflec- component in a plane normal to the wing leading edge must
tion angle measured in a plane normal to the hinge line. be used in determining values of C_ and (C_)r.--(C_)v.
For symmetrical sections, the equation for Fa may beValues of CL' and C_ for a two-dimensional flat-plate control,
based on the same q and _, are obtained by considering the simplified in the same manner as the equivalent equation
Math number normal to the hinge line in determining values for F2. Thus,
of C> Equations for these coefficients are
I 'J' _ (B4) 2 1.o _ x.L( ,+ d
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Equation (B12) will in some cases become somewhat in- 3. Kainer, Julian H., and Marte, Jack E.: Theoretical Supersonic
d(t/c)' Characteristics of Inboard Trailing-Edge Flaps Having Arbi-
volved because _ must be determined from the equation trary Sweep and Taper. Mach Lines behind Flap Leading andTrailing Edges. NACA TN 2205, 1950.
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edge and must then be written in terms of x/c (unless the Supersonic Speeds. NACA TN 1555, 1948.
surfaces are plane). It should be pointed out that suitable 5. Lagerstrom, P. A., Wall, D., and Graham, M. E.: Formulas in
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Oonfiguroh'on (a) Oonfi_urof/on (N Moch lines-<" %
,<:b
Oufboord Moch cone, cOnfigurotion (a) ,
/ / //
Oufboord Moch cone, conflgurohon (b) ,'----
/ 0 r' '
FIcUR_ 1.--Conical-flow regions for which solutions were obtained in the calculation of ,' ,_,= l-_






[ r_ _Ctreomwl_e secfions
FIOURE3.--Illustration of method by which P* and toafor triangular segments of the
FIGURE2..--Procedurefollowed in summing (PSL_)*ofc0nical-fl0Wregionsforcalculation wing-rootand wing-tip Mach onese are obtained foruse in determining Ch_.
of Ch,. (Encircled numbers correspond to regions as designated in computing form for
Ch..)












FIGUR_ 4.--Characteristics of deflected trailing-edge controls located at the wing tip. Results for values of Xs=_L-___have been obtained by use of an approximation and
should be used with caution.
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,b) tan_'_= -0.80.
FIeURE 4.--Continued.
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_,f /.0 .8 .6 1/,_f .4 .2 0
(e) tan AH_ 0 60
FmUR_4.--Continued.
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(c) Concluded.
FIGURE4.--Continued.
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• (k) Concluded.
FIGURE 4.--Concluded.
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:F1GTJRE5.--Lift and pitehing-momeut parameters fordeflected trailing-edgeflaps located inboard from wing tip.
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tan AH_ 95(l) _=o..
FIGURE6.--Concluded.
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n
tan A
' (d).---if- = 0.40.
FI_nURE 7.--COntinued.
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-- / -/" /an- t,_')Am--.
""/ (b) \ 4..
4/
0 (a) Initial plan form (b) Equivalcnt plan fornl
(l_r= _/_._; fl= 1.5). (M, = -_/Y; fl, = 1.0).
FIGURE 13.--Example transformation from one plan-form Mach number configuration to
_3;:_/_! _) ) i _ ___v_ an equivalentplanformataMachnumberof_.,_
/ tan A c tail I_.HLFIC,URE 11.--Configuration] used in sample calculation, /_=0.5995; --=0.3990;
tan _A'vE 0.3489 .S_2&250- _3.984; X,=0.713; Sf_ 2.366_\ "_2 ,/_ _ 1.400.)_ / " " "_C.--_"_ /






Wt½9 o  ong/eof of took
Gect/bn B-B
FIGURE 12.--lllustration of ordinates used in iutegratillg pressures over conical regions FIGURE 14.--Illustration of parameters used ill determining the two-dimensional character°
of deflected controls, istics of trailing-edge controls having thickness.
213637--53 ----64
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TABLE I.--GENERAL EQUATIONS USED FOR DETERMINING CHARACTERISTICS OF DEFLECTED CONTROLS
[Subscripts I, Ia, Ib, Ie, II_ IIa, II_, IIt, III, IIIa, and IIIb refer to regions defined in fig. 1]




Ct_' $ bsSff I i _l
m0 SL_ SL_ *
-2%Cha 2_i-./Ho--\- _:Tia/mA
(b) Configuration Having Control Located at the Wing Tip
Parameter Formula
2C_0 I-St, o / SL SL " S *
c.,j 2/_/a ]III_]
C ' 2CV°[b_/_-(r_fS).)i@--- (P _fSi)g.--(P _f)i_-_(P bf_i]iii_l
SLX _2LXmo SL2 - * S .... *
--2C_,O [_Ma+(p __ )io+(p __a)l __(p_2_7_l,)ifl_(p SLX__a)iii._(p 2_a)iiL__(l_._Lx ) &2"_* 12Mo/mJ
t
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TABLE II.--COMPONENT PARTS OF EQUATIONS USED IN CALCULATING CHARACTERISTICS OF DEFLECTED CONTROLS
HAVING TAPERF, D PLAN FORMS
(a) Average Pressure Ratio
Values of P for regions II, Ii., [I_, and II¢ are obtained by substituting -a, --d, and 1/Xtfor a,d, and Xsin equations for regionsI, I_, I b,and Io,respectively. In caseswhere plus and minus
signs are together (:t=),the upper sign must be used when values ofa and d substituted are such that a-d is negative and the lower sign must be used when values of a and d substituted
are such that a-d is positive.]
Region Average pressure ratio(fig. 1)
--a 2) (1 --d 2) -- (1 -a) (l+d)I p=_/(1
2(a--d)
X/(l.d)-(1-a) c°s-1L _ J-
":::, Io
1 /_ F(1--ad)--X/(1-d2)'][
_¥_ cos-' L (a_i J/
1
P*-- .a--d cos -1
: Xf(1 --d) --(i--a) L X/(a--d) J--
I b (a- Xfd) 4- _/2Xf( i -- ad) -- Xs2(1 -- d2) -- (1 -- a2) 1
: (1-- Xf)_/_Tr log, 1 -- Xj- J
;; I. P=l--dr_l_a2 _ cos-' d)+; cos- a--1---_-_]
III p= (j+a) --_/(1 + a) (i + d)
a--d
p..L 1 11_____ F(2+a+d)-2XAl-t-a)']_(l + d) -- X/( l + a) ___ cos-1L (a--d) J
III_
[-2(1+ d) -- X/(2+ a+d)']/
Xf_/(l+a)(t+d) cos-1 L _ JI!, 7r
X_,(l+a)--(l+d) _ .. c°s-1 F(2+a+d)-2Xs(l+a)"]=r=• / _ _i'
IIIb
::: 2 _/(-1+a)(1-- X,) [X/(1 +a)--(1 +el)]}
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TABLE H._COMPONENT PARTS OF EQUATIONS USED IN CALCULATING CHARACTERISTICS OF DEFLECTED CONTROLS
. HAVING TAPERED PLAN FORMS--Continued
(b) Center-of-Pressure Ray Location
[Values o{t_] (or r_) for regions II, IIo, IIb, and II_ are obtained by substituting -a, -d, and 1/ksfora, d, and Xrin equations for regionsI, I,, Ib, and L, respectively. In cases wtmre plus
: and minus signs are together (:t=),the upper sign must be used when values of a and d substituted are such that a-d is negative and the lower sign must be used when values of a and d
substituted aresuch that a-d is positive.]
Region
(fig. 1) Center-of-pressure ray location (G_' oi" r_)
:i
t ' 1 f _ (l_t_3ad_3d__ada)11+d d[(l_as)(l_d_)_2d(l__a)s] }
): .....
r(i-o,)- - ]
too'*=_.n,. .. 1 I(1-d_'_[2xs(l+_a)-V(l+d_)]co,-,L-- _ J-zr <a--a)(lj-d)[Xf(1--d)--(1--a)][\ _r ]
:_[i . ' I a
i
t_
_/1-a'_ W(i:- ad) -- X,(1-- d2) "]=i:(1 + d_) _/(-1 -- a-_)[2_v(1 -- ad) -- X,_(1 -- d2) -- (1 -- a_)J
%
-_¥1_-_d 2 (l+3ad--3dS-ad 3) cos-' [. _ j:}
' : 1 _ ,,[X/a--d)[2a--X.f(a+d)] [(I-a2)-x,(l-ad)l.
"°_*--_P*[Xs(1--d)-(1-_]t _(-U_-_,) : cos-,k _ .]-
a(1--M) 41_aTa2 , I(a-Xid)=k_/2x,(l--ad)--Xl'(1--d2)--(i--a2)}%/(1--a2)[2kJ'(l--ad)--kfs(1--d2)--(1--aS)] [ ---- log_,_r _r . 1--),j"
: ( )  o-d)cos-' d -+ _rt_'=2P(l+d)(a--d)5 _ (lj-aad-ad_-ad3) 1--- 1 (l+d-_)_/1----_ 7
' [c
ll+d--d [(1--a_)(1LdS)--2d(1--a)_]-} (1--dg(l+2ad-dg__r cos-' a }
Ill t_4P(1+_d)(a-d_{_/(_+a)(_+d)[_2-a+d)(1-d_)j.2ad(1+d)+2d(l_a)]-2[(_a2)(1-d9+2d(1+a)2]}
1 12(l+d) [(2+a+d)_2X,(_+_)]±
t_'*: 4P*(a--d)[Xs(lj-a)--(l+d)][--_-_ [2Xs(lj-ad)--(14-d_)] c°s-_ [_ _ J
III. 2(1+d:) _/_s(2+a-{-d) -- X._(1+a)- (1+ d)]--
7V
-_/l_ta [(2--aJ-d)(]--d')J-2ad(l+d) J-2d(l+a)] cos-_ [2(i
+d)-- h_-(2+a +d) 1[
1 ]3(a--d)[2a)v--(a+d)] [(2+aJ-d)--2X_(l+a)']±
r_"*=6P*(l'Xs)[Xs(l+a)--(l+d)][ 7 c°s-_ k a_dd, J
III_ 212Xf(1--2a) -- (2--3a--d)] -¢(l+a)[Xr(2+a+d)- X;=(l+a) - (1 +d)][ /_r
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TABLE II.--COMPONENT PARTS OF EQUATIONS USED IN CALCULATING CHARACTERISTICS OF DEFLECTED CONTROLS
HAVING TAPERED PLAN FORMS--Concluded
_bs2(a--d) (1+ Xf) and 2M. _2bs3(a--d)2(1-- _I3)
(c) Geometric Parameters Ss: 2(1 -- _f) 3(1 - k/)3_/i + f_2a2
Region SL/Sf SL_/bfSr SLg/2M,,(fig.1)
2(a--d) SL 2(a--d)(t_p'--d) SL 1--Xp V (l +ad)--(a-d)t_'l
I (1_ hfi)(l_d2) _} 3(1--Xj-)(l+d 2) Ss 1--hf _ k -1_# v .j
hf(1--d)--(X_a) SL 2(a-d) (G,'--d) SL 1--_i_ [ (l +ad)--+(dYd)G,' ]I a ( 1 -- kr 2)(1-- d) Ss 3 ( 1 -- ),s) (1 + d2) Ss 1-- _s3
Xf(1 - d) - (1 -- a) 2 SL SL 1 -- ,_,2[- (1 -- _;) (re,-- a) "1
Ib (l + ks) (a-- d) 3 Sr Ss 1--k.r 3 k a--d J
(a--d)[(l +ad) -- (a--d,)t¢,']
Io -............................................... (1- _s3)(1- d)(1+ d_)
2hs2(a:-d) SL [1 2)_s(a--d)(t_"+d)'] SL Â--Xp V(l+ad)+(a--d)tc,'] °
_s2[kf(1 +a) -- (1 +d)][(1 q-ad) + (a-d) G,']
II_ - ................................................... (l_hs3)(l+d)(l+d_)
(1 -- Xf)2[hs(1-k a) -- (1 + d)](r_p+ a)
IIb ................................................. (1-- _s3) (a -d)2
_r3(a-- d) [(1 + ad) + (a-- d) t J]
II_ - ................................................. (1_ Xs3)(l+d) (1+#)
_ [ 2X'(a--d)(G'+d)l X,3(a--d)[(lq-ad)q-(a--d)t_7, ']h;2(a-- d) 1 _ _j (1_ hsa) (l+d) (1 +d2)III (1 -- X__)(1 + d)
_v2[X/l+a) -- (l +d)][(14-ad) + (a--d)&/!
III_ - ........................................... (1-- ;xs3)(l+d) (1 +d_ )
(1--X_)_[_(l+a)--(1-[-d)](r_.+a)
]II_ .................................................... (1-- Xs_)(a--d)2
{(l+a) (a--d)_ }
Two- /l--a\ _(l+a_ (1--;_s) (l_X.r)_(l_d)2 /1--a'_ 2 , Jl+a_ _
dimensional _d) -x' \l+d/ [(l+d)--Xs(l+a)] s _,_Zd_d/]--^s"_,_+-d]
(1 -- Xs2) (1 -- _s)_(1 +d) _ 2(i -- Xs'_)
-- 3(a-- d) (1 + Xs)
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TABLE III.--COMPONENT PARTS OF EQUATIONS USED IN CALCULATING CHARACTERISTICS OF DEFLECTED CONTROLS
HAVING UNTAPERED PLAN FORMS
(a) Average Pressure Ratio and Center-Of-Pressure Ray Location
[Values of P and t_p' (or rep) for regions II, lIa, IIb, and lie are obtained by substituting --a for a in equations for regions I, Ia, Ib, and L, respectively]
Region
(fig. 1) Average pressure ratio Center-of-pressure ray location (t_p' or r_v)
8a+(l+a_)
I P=12 t_v"= 4(1--a2_
,,=. 1 _(1--a=)[l+2aAf--(1--a_)Af 2] _ v,,_ 1 f(7a=--2a'+l)--2A/(1--aS)_[2a+(l+a=)A/] cos i [(1 aS)A ' a]+(l+a)[1--(1-a)Af][ r _ --4P*(l+a)(1--aS)[1--(1--a)AH]_ 7 - -- "
(1-a 2)Af-a cos-'[ (t-a_)A,'-a] } [a(77a') + (l-a')Af'l,/(1ZTa=)[1+2aA,'-(t-a s)AfS]} "
p, 1 f 1 -1 , 1 J"l+2aA/ ,
=_>-cos r0-a_)Af'-<+ r_=_..t____a)A,,l__7-, cos-'t(_-a_._,-<_/(_-a<,+_a,'--0--o_)AY%A
A/_/1--Z_2 l+aAf--_'l+2aAf'--(1-a')A,'_]] aAf'__l-a_log, ll+aA/-_l+2aA/-(1-aOAf'2 }¥ -rag. 27; f A_'
1 =(_ top =ip(l+_(l_a:) - -
I_ , 1 (l+a cos_t a_-_) , 1 E8a+(l+aS)+_eos_,a ' a (7 -- aS_'_/i_a2 _
III . p=l Gj=5--8a--3a22 SO+a)
1 {2_/Af'(t+a)[1--Af'(I-}-a)] t '* 1 f3--8a--5a:--8M'(l+a)2[Af(i+a 2)-2a]IlI_ p*= 2[1--(l+a)A/'] _ o, =16P*(l+a)[1--(l+a)A.f'] [ _ cos -1 [2Af(l+a)--l]--
2A"(l_a'--lcos-_[2A,'(l+a)--l] } 2[Sa'+8a-3-2_'(l+a'(l+aS)_/A,,(l+a,[l_Ay,(l_ka)] }
IIIb
_ to, =6P*A;'[1--(I+a)A./]_ t ! t _- J-- J
')[1-- !} 2[l+2Af(l--Sa)]VAf(l+a)[l_(l+a)Af] }
2_/A! (1-{-a (l+a) Af
7c
• 3by 2 5Sbta
(b) Geometric Parameters Sr=_T,, and 2M_----As,_/F__Sa2
" Region Sx./Sf SLy/bfS. f SL_/2Ma(fig. 1)
1 SL (l+4a) 2 SLI
A/(1--a 2) S; 6Af'(1--a 2) 3 S_
1--A/(1--a) SL 2(teJ--a) 2 r_L
I. 2A/(1 --a) St 3A/(1 + a2) 3 Sf
1--A/(1-a) 2 SL 2 SL
Ib 2 3 S I 3 S; Af'(r_,--a)
1
I_. - ................................................. 3A/(1--a)
1 SL E (1--4a) 7 2 SLII A/(l_a_) _ 1 6A/(l_aS l 3 _
1--A/(l+a)
II_ - ............. 3A/(1 +a)
A/ (r_.+a)[1-- A/ (l +a) ]
IIb .............. 3
1
II ............... 3A/(1 + a)
1 SL E 5 l 28LIII 2A/(l+a) --f 1 12A/(l+a) 3 $I
1--Af'(l +a)
III ............... 3A/(1 + a) "
A/(r_+a)[l--A/(l +a)]
III_ .............. 3
, Two- A/(1--aS)--i " 3A/(1--a)(1--aS)[A/(l+a)--l]-4a 3A/(1--a2) -4
dimensional A/(1--a 2) 6A/2(t--aS)2 6A/(1--a s)
TABLE ]V.--]3XAMPLF OF NUMI!;I/1CAI, ]NTFG]IAT1ON OF I'RESSURI!]S ALONG AN INCLINED SECT1ON INTERSECTING WING-ROOT
MACI[ CONE
I=P'
i (i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
I-- [(2)'] 2 l-- K2 cos -1 (7) g=0.50 _']I--(1)n
K_X(1) k(3)a 92X(4) (5-] (6)-1 . -- g_
K {an -,7 _-
0. 1 0. 9 0.98 0. 8434. 0. 7892 1.9007 0. 9007 0.1431 z=_= 0.2__0 _'3
• 2 . 8 . 96 . 6944 . 8264 1.8151 . 8151 . 1967
g 2=0.25
• 3 • 7 .94 .5545 .8614 1. 7414 .7414 .2342 --
• 4 .6 .92 .4253 .8937 1. 6784 .6784 .2627 K2=2(I--g 2) = 1.5__0
• 5 ,5 .90 .308fi .9229 1. 6253 .6253 .2850
6 . 4 . 88 . 2066 . 9484 1. 5810 . 5816 . 3024
• 7 . 3 . 86 . 1217 . 9696 1. 5470 . 5470 . 3158 [:_
• 8 . 2 . 84 . 0567 . 9858 1. 5216 . 5216 . 3253 _/_
• 9 . 1 . 82 . 0149 . 9963 I. 5056 . 5056 . 3313 _'J
©
1.0 0 •80 0 1. 0000 1. 5000 . 5000 , 3333 _:_I
t_ P*
(1) l (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) I (12) (13) (14) (15) 06) (17) (18) :
I i
--r ...... __,__ --
MULTIPLIERS
_(I--P')_< Incr. _ Incr. _ (12)-- (14) I I if)
n 1--P ................................... i................ 0.5: T ............................... I J I (1) to (10) (I1) .... (11) ........ (12)--(13) K1M(13) (_ I n- (12))<(17)
,,=0.1 0._ 0.3 , 0.4 . 0.6 0.7 , 0.3 , 0.9 _ 1.0
0 0.009797 I 0.009797 0.000626 0.009171 0.009672 0.9482 10.0000 0.0980O, 1 i O. 1431 O. 130786 O• 037500 I O_ 001167 O, O04167 0 0
.................... I !o I ..........0 0 0 .017154 I . 026951 .003219 .023732 .026307 .9021 5. O000 .1348 _-• 2 I . 1967 --. 045310 .079167 .054167 I --. 020833 0 0 0 --
• 3 I . 2342 O --•020833 •054167 , 079167 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 .021650 I . 048601 . 008661 . 039940 . 046869 I . 8522 3•3333 . 1620 I
'< -- i ................. ' ' --1-- _ C_
0 [ 0 .024891 I .073492 .017401 .056091 .070012 I .8012 2.5000 .1837 I
<_ •4 [ . 2627 0 • 004167 --,004167 [ • 037500 ,037500 --. 004167 •004107 I 0 ----
...................................... i-- ........... i _'J
• 5 I .2850 0 0 0 I 0 • 079167 .054167 --. 020833 I 0 0 [ 0 .027430 [ .100922 .029764 .071158 .094969 I .7493 2, 0000 .2018 I
.................... ,................ i.........i I
• 6 I .3024 0 0 o i 0 --. 020833 •054167 • 079167 I 0 0 ] 0 .029407 [ . 130329 .045951 .084378 .121139 I . 6965 I. 6667 .2171 [ 0'_
'] 0 o I 0 •004167 --•004167 .037500 .037500 I--.004167 J .004167 .030940 ] .161269 .066075 .095194 .148054 I .6430 1.4286 i •2305o 7 I . 31_8 0
--•8-i--.325_0 "l_ ------I:o I 0 [ 0 .... .079167 I •054167 l--.020833 .0320821 •193351 .090148 .103203 .175321 I •5887 1.2500 .2417 ¢
-5-i-.33130 I_---- _----t-_--!o---i-o----[o -.0208331 .054167t .07,167.0328_-;vi.22621_-.11_09_-.1081-_0.20259_-vi.533-_--1.111i.2513
...... _------- :. 004167 ..........1.0,33330 I0 0 [0 I0 I0 00416 I037500• 3326°594781496801 078  r- 2595
1 °O. 1 O, 1431 I 0.006667 O. 006667 0 0 [ 0 0 0 0 0 O. 000626
-- p ........ I
.2 .1967 I --. 001667 .008333 .007500 --. 000833 I O. 000833 0 [ . 002593 d'_
I
• 3 .2342 0 0 .023750 ,016250 I --, 006250 .005442 _'_
-- E -- -- 0
.4 .2627 I 0 0 --.008333 .021067 I .031667 0 I 0 .008740
......... '---]
Z .5 .2850 [ 0 0 .002083 --.002083 I_l_o .012303I ©
,6 .302410 0 0 •047500 .016187 I
.7 .3158 I 0 0 0 0 --.014583 O-- •021024
Ii
i /
-- -i%-- ---• 8 .3253 . 0 0 .033333 .024073i
,_- .3313 [ 0 i 0 00 0 ] 0 0 i 0 70--I_'i .02794410 333- i0 i 0 I 0 i 0 0 i0-- 0 -008333 03150--T
TABLE V.--EXAMPLE OF NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF PRESSUI_ES ALONG A STI_EAMWISE SECTION INTERSECTING WING-ROOT MACtI
CONE
1_pt
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
(3) cos-_(5)
r' [1+(1)] _ g 2+ (2)--g 2 --K,X(2) (4)
0.1 I. 21 0. 855 0. 96 0. 8900 0. 1503
.2 1.44 .970 1.19 .8151 .1967
g =0.50
.3 1.69 1,095 1.44 .7604 .2250
.4 I. 96 1. 230 1.71 .7193 .2445 g2=O. 25
.5 2.25 1.375 2.00 .6875 .2587 ._'
Kl=(1--2g 2)=0.5--0 _O
.6 2.56 1.530 2.31 .6623 .2696
.7, 2.89 1.695 2.64 .6420 .2781 _']
_8 3.24 1.870 2.99 .6254 .2849
.9 3.61 2.055 3.36 .6116 .2905 "_
/
1.0 4.00 2.250 3.75 .6000 .2952
t_ P* ©
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
J
MULTIPLIERS
r' 1--P' _(1--P')X Incr. _ Incr. _ (12) 1 (12))<(16:
r'=O. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 I 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1. O (1) to (10) (11) .... (11) .... (12)-_-(13) (14_ r_;
i 0 1 0.1503 0.130786 0.037500 --0.004167 0.004167 0 __0__ 0 0 0 0 0.010739 0.0]0739 0.000674 0.111413 O. 9409 lO. OOOO 0.1074
i .2 .1967 --.045340 .079167 .054167 --,020833 00 O 0 0 0 .017540 .028279 .003315 .031594 .8951 5.0000 .1414
32250o 02033305410710791070Io o 0 ,_--° 0 02H970494700086350 8111851_333331649__,.4 .244_0 . o4167_.00_167.o3750o. 3_000_. 04107. o4167_ -,=___ .o 3510. 7298. 16886. 89872. 212.50o082_-
< .5 .2587 0 0 0 0 .079167 .054167 --.020833 O O 0 .025192 .098178 .028237 .126415 .7766 2.0000 .1964 _.j
0 O ! 0 --O --,020833 .054167 .079167 0" 0 0 .026439 .]24617 .042788 .167405 .7444 1.6667 .2077D 6 @ 2_96
.7 .278i 0 0 i 0 0 .004167 --.004167 .037500 .037500 --.004167 .004167 .027402 .152019 .060606 . 212625 .7150 1,4286 .2172 O
O 0 0 0 0 O O ,079167 ,054167 j --.02083_ .028162 .]80181 .081733 .261914 .6879 1.2500 .2252o 8 ,2849
.9 .2905 0 0 0 0 0- O _ 0 --.020833 .054167 .079167 .028779 .208960 .106200 .315160 .0630 1.1111 .2322
o o o io o !o oo41 o oo1oooo
O 0.000674 _-]
O.l 0.1503l 0.006667] 0.006667 O O 0 ] 0 0 O O
.2 .I967l --,0016671 .008333 .007500 .000833 0 O 0 0 O ] .002641
..... .023_o_ ........ --o I .005320.3 .2250 I 0 I 0 : --,006250 0 . i 0 0 0
..... -.o08333_ ...... /_.4 .2445 [ O 0 .031667 O i 0 .O 0 _---
--5 .258_i_--_-----__ .01875_-_-.01875_-.00208_ .00208_o...... ___ _ 0 I .011351
o,I o._- .2781,0 -0 _------.-_i_;- - .03791_ .05541_-_.8 .28491 0 0 _--_03_- __ .033333 006667 021127 [................. --- . !
.9 .2905 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 .060000 .060000 .024467 !
10 2952!0 i_---i 9 i o i 0 o I0 00_333041667[ 02783_-
TABLE V.--EXAMPLE OF NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF PRESSURES ALONG A STREAMWISE SECTION INTERSECTING WING-ROOT MACH
CONE--Concluded
1--P'
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
r' [1+ (1)] _ g_- (2)--g_ (3) cus -1 (5) _J
>.
2. 0 9. OO 4. 750 8. 75 O. 5429 O. 3173
3.0 16.00 8.250 15.75 .5238 .3245
4.0 25.00 12.750 24.75 .5152 .3277 50
5.0 36.00 18.250 35.75 .5105 .3295 g=_ 50 _"
6.0 49.00 24.750 48.75 .5077 .3305 62=0.25
7.0 64.00 32.250 03.75 .5059 .3312 K_= (1--262)=0.5._0 _,
8.0 81.00 40.750 80.75 .5046 .3316
9.0 100.00 50.250 99.75 5038 .3319
• 50




i (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (15) I (16) _(1)
MULTIPLIERS
_(1--P')X Incr. _ Incr. _ (11)_-(12) (11) (11)X(15)
r" 1--P .... -- (1) to (9) (10) .... (10) ...... (13_
: _=---r':2"O 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 _9"0 :--lO'O ---- --__
0 0 0 0 0 O 0.23825 0.23825 0.134031.0 0.2952 0.375000 I 0. 041667
, -- ..... .............. E----
_0.041667 - 0 ..... 0 ..... O 0 .30795 .54620 .59893 1.14513 0.4770 0.50000 ] 0.2731
.3173 "79100711 .541667 _083_--; .................... ; I .... - - ........... ........ i-- _
0------ k-- 0 0 0 .32169 .80789 1.40307 2.27096 •3822 ,33333 ] .28933.0 .3245 --.208333[ .541667 .791667 0 E _:_
4.0 .3277 .041667 I --.041667 .375000 .375000 --.041667 I .041667 I 0 0 0 .32598 1.]9387 2.54540 3.73927 .3193 .25000 I .2985
i--
5.0 .3295 0 0 .791667 .541667 I --.208333 I 0 O 0 .32869 1.52256 4.02470 5.54726 .2745 .20000 I .3045
6.0 .3305 O 0 --.208333 .541667 I .791667 I 0 0 0 .33005 1.85261 5.84000 7.69261 .2408 .16667 I .3088 ,
7.0 .3312 0 0 .041667 --.041667 I .375000 .375000 --.041667 .041667 .33085 2.18346 7.99066 10.17412 .2146 .14286 I .3119
8.0 .33161 0 0 0 " ' 0 .791667 .541667 --.208333 .33141 2.51487 10. 47630 12.99117 .I936 .12500 I .3144 ('_50
9.0 .3319 _ 0 0 ' 0 " ' 0 [ --.208333 .541667 .791667 .33175 2. 84662 13.29623 16.14285 .i763 .11111 I .3163
............... i--_i _10.0 .3322 0 0 O _----I_ --.041667 .375000 .33205 3.17867 16.45070 19. 62937 .1619 .1O0O0 I .3179 50
1. O 0.2952 0.375000 [ --0.041567 0.041667 0 0 ] 0 O 0 0.13403 50
2.0 .3173 1.583333 [ 1.083333 --.416667 0 0 ] 0 0 O .46490
................ ]____--3. 0 . 3245 --. 625000 I 1. 625000 2. 375000 O 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 . 80414
4.0 .3277 .166667 I --.166667 1.500000 1.500000 --.166667 I .166667 0 0 I 0 1.14233
5. O . 3295 0 I 0 O 3. 958333 2. 708333 I --1. 041667 0 0 I 0 1. 47930
6.0 .3305 0 I 0 0 --1.250000 3. 2500001 4.750000 0 0 I 0
1.81530
7.0 .3312 O [ 0 0 .291667 --.291667 ] 2.625000 2.625000 --.291667 ] .291667 2.15066
8.0 I .3316 0 I 0 : O O 0 I O 6.333333 4.333333 I --1.666667 2.48564
9.01 .3319 0 I 0 0 0 O IO --1.875000 4.8750001 7.125000 2.81993
............. i........1O_O I . 3322 0 I 0 O O . O 0 . 416667 3.15447
TABLE VI.--EXAMPLE OF NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF PRESSURES ALONG AN INCLINED SECTION INTERSECTING WING-TIP
MACH CONE . t-_
1 --W
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
n K_X(1) K4-- (2) K_X(1) KI-- (4) --(3) cos-l(6)(5)
O. 1 O. 27 1.23 O. 03 1.47 0. 8367 O. ]844
g=0.50
• 2 .54 .96 .06 1.44 .6667 .2677
• 3 .81 .69 .09 1.41 .4894 .3372 K_ = _=0.20
• 4 1.08 .'42 .12 1.38 .3044 .4016 Ks= (2_-gq-K1) =2.70
• 5 1.35 15 15 1.35 . l111 .4646 K_= (g--K])=0.30
6 I. 62 --. I2 . ]8 1.32 --. 0909 .5290 K4= (l-{-g) = 1.50i
• 7 1.89 --. 39 .21 1.29 --. 3023 .5978 _']
• 8 2. 16 --. 66 . 24 1.26 --. 5238 . 6755
• 9 2.43 --. 93 . 27 1.23 --. 7561 . 7729 _"
]
1. O 2. 70 --1.20 • 30 1.20 --1.0OO0 i. 0000
lop p4 ©
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) i (8) (9) (1O) (ll) (12) (13) (14) (i5) [ (16) (17 (18)
(1--P _) Incr._ Incr. _
MULTIPLIERS
(12)+ (14) I (12)X ._
n 1--P t X (1) to (11) .... (11) ..... i (12)--(13) KlX(13) (15_ -- (17) '
n=O.l 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.O (10) n
O. 1 O. 1844 0.113301 O. 037500 O. 004167 O O 0 0 0 O O. 012065 O. 01_065 0.00.0766 O. 011299. 0. 012218 0. 9248 1O, OOOO O. 1207 __
• 2 • 2667 --. 032975 .079167 .054167 --. 020833 0 0 O O 0 0 • 022757 • 034822 .004243 • 030579 • 035671 ,8573 5. 00O0 .1741 C_
©
• 3 .3372 O --. 020833 .054167 .079167 0 O O O O 0 .030324 .065146 .011891 .053255 .067524 .7887 3. 3333 . 2172
• -- • 004167 . . s-_
i .4 4016 0 • 004167 .037500 .041667 --. 008333 O 0 O 0 .036946 .102092 .024885 .077207 107069 .7211 2. 5000 2552
• 5 . 4646 0 O 0 O . 066667 . 066667 O O O 0 . 043299 . 145391 . 044426 . 100965 . 154276 . 6544 2. OOOO i . 2908
i
• 6 . 5290 0 0 0 --. 008333 • 041667 . 037500 --. 004167 • 004167 0 . 049669 . 195060 . 071793 . ] 23267 . 2094]9 . 5886 1. 6667 . 325I _J
• 7 . 5978 0 0 0 " 0 , O__ __ . 079167 . 054167 --. 020833 0 . 0563tl . 251371 . 108464 . 142907 . 273064 . 5233 1. 4286 . 3591
• 8 . 6755 O 0 0 0 .......0 --. 020833 • 054167 . 079167 --. 038494 . 063546 . 314917 . 156182 . 158735 . 346153 . 4586 1. 2500 . 3936 _:_
.9 •7729 0 0 0 O ! 0 .004167 --.004167 .037500 .121105 072212 / .387129 I .217654 .169475 •430660 ,3935 1.1111! .4301
I 4 IJ I
..... _ /o .... I i_i.O,l.OOOOo 0 0 o 0 o o .017389084988 ._98483.173634.531814.32°5,.oooo.472] _
O. 1 0.1844 I 0.007917 0.005417 --0.002083 0 0 O O 0 0 0.000766 _-_
2 2677 .l --.004167 010833 015833 0 O 0 O 0 0 003477 _0
.011250 I --.001250 .001250 O O O O .007648
[ •001250 i --.001250 "011250_0_6_-7 [' .021667 --.008333 O 0 0 O .012994
.3
.51 464610 0 .... 0-- 91o416! .o27983.o395830 0 0 0 .0_9,_4,
1.6 .5290i0
°:*__ 59780 o 0 o .002500r__!='°_oo022500022500-.002500I . 02500o I 027:_67
'i_- O 0 O 0 .055417 .037917 i--- 014583 0 .086671•7 .
_-" . 6755 0 0 0 " 0 O --. 016667 .043334 i .063334 --. 030795 "_477_-
•917729 0 ---10 .0o3756 37563375.1689951 61472i i
 1:1°66°10 0 6 I0 19 0 o 0 i0 .0173891080829
TABLE VII.--EXAMPLE OF NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF PRESSURES ALONG A STREAMWISE SECTION INTERSECTING WING-TIP MAC
CONE
1--p p
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
[ ....
r t Kx--(1) Kl+(1) (2) cos-1(4) _j(3) 7r
O. 1 I. 40 1. 60 O. 8750 O. 1609
• 2 1.30 1. 70 .7647 .2229
• 3 1.20 1.80 . 6667 . 2677 _/2
• 4 1.10 1.90 . 5789 . 3035 g=0.50
• 5 1.0O 2. 00 .5000 .3333 K_ = (1 +g )= 1.50
• 6 .90 2.10 .4286 .3590
• 7 .80 2. 20 .3636 .3815
._ . 70 2. 30 . 3043 . 4016 s.-]
• 9 .60 2. 40 .2,500 .4196 s.zj
©
I. O .50 2. 50 .2000 .4359
l _v P* 0_
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) N
M ULTI PLI ERS
r r l_pr _(1--Pt)X Incr. _ Incr. _ (12) 1 (12)X(ll _'_
rP=O.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.O (1) to (10) (11) .... (11) .... (12)+(13), -(14) r_ s-j
O. 1 O. 1609 O. 113301 O. 037500 --0. 004167 9. 004167 O O 0 9 0 0 O. 010880 O. 010880 O. 000701 O. 011581 O.9395 10. OOO0 O. 1088
• 2 .2229 --. 032975 .079167 .054167 --. 020833 0 0 O O 0 0 .019368 , .030248 .003631 .033879 .8928 5. OOO0 .1512
• 3 . 2677 O --. 020833 . 054167 . 079167 0 0 0 O 0 0 . 024639 . 0.54887 . 009826 . 064713 . 8482 3. 3333 . 1830
_I . 4 . 3035 O . 004167 --, 004167 . 037500 . 037500 --. 004167 . 004167 O O 0 . 028601 . 083488 . 019872 . 103360 • 8077 2. 5000 . 2087 C_
• 5 • 3333 0 O 0 O . 079167 . 054167 --. 020833 O 0 0 . 031878 . 115366 . 034245 . 149611 . 7711 2, OOOO . 2307
• 6 . 3590 O 0 0 0 --. 020833 . 054167 . 079167 0 0 O . 034645 • 150011 • 053322 . 203333 . 7378 1. 6667 . 2500
• 7 • 3815 O 0 0 0 . 004167 --. 004167 . 037500 . 037500 --. 004167 . 004167 . 037048 . 187059, • 077422 . 264481 . 7073 1. 4286 . 2672
• 8 • 4016 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 079167 . 054167 --. 020833 . 039175 . 226234 . 106818 . 333052 • 6793 I. 2500 . 2828 rJ_
• 9 . 4196 0 O I 0 0 0 0 0 --. 020833 . 054167 . 079167 . 041076 • 267310 . 141748 . 409058 • 6535 I. lln . 2970
1.0- . 4359 0 _0 0 0 0 0 O .004167 --• 004167 .037500 .042788 .310098 .182409 .492507 .6296 1. OOOO .3101 5t_
O. 1 O. 1609 0. 006667 O. 006667 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. 000701
.r . Q
• 2 . 2229 -- . 001667 . 008333 . 007500 --. 000833 . 000833 0 0 0 0 O . 002930
• 3 _ .2677 0 0 .023750 .016250 -- 006250 0 O O 0 0 .006195
.4 . 3035 0 0 --. 008333 .021667 .031667 O 0 0 O 0 i/_
.51 .3333 0 0 • 002083 --. 002083 .018750 .018750 --. 002083 .002083 0 0 ' .014373
• 6 .3590 0 0 0 0 0 .047500 .032500 --. 012500 O 0 [ .019077
.7 : .3815 O 0 0 0 0 --. 014583 .037917 .055417 0 0 .024100 _/_
• 8 . 4016 0 0 0 O 0 . 003333 --. 003333 . 030000 . 033333 -- . 006667 . 029396
9141960 0 0 j9 16 0 9 .960009.069090034930
1.01.43590 0 0 0 0 19 i-.098333.941667.040661
TABLE VII.--EXAMPLE OF NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF PRESSURES ALONG A STREAMWISE SECTION INTERSECTING WING-TIP 5_ACH
CONE--Concluded
1--P'
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
(2) cos-_(4)
r' KI--(1) KI+(1) (3_
2.0 --0.50 3.50 --0.1429 0.5456
3.0 --1.50 4.50 --.3333 .6082
4.0 --2.50 5.50 --.4545 .6502 g=0.50 _:_
5.0 --3.50 6. 50 --. 5385 .6810 K1 = (l-_-g) = 1.50
-- ©
6.0 --4.50 7.50 --.6000 .7048 _:0
7.0 --5.50 8.50 --.6471 .7240 "]
8.0 --6.50 9.50 --.6842 .7398
9.0 --7.50 10.50 --.7143 .7533 7/
10.0 --8.50 11.50 --.7391 .7647
tc_ P*
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11): (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
MULTIPLIERS E(1--P)X Incr. E Incr. _ (11) 1 (11)X(15)
r' 1--P' --- (1) to (9) (10) .... (10) ...... (11)+(12) (13--_ r_
r'=2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0
©
1.0 0.4359 0.375000 --0.041667 0.041667 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0.31010 0.18241 _-_
2.0 5456 .791667 .541667 --.208333 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.49578 .80588 •93798 1.74386 0.4621 0.50000 0.4029
• ©
3.0 .6082 --.208333 .541667 .791667 0 0 0 0 0 0 .57972 1.38560 2.39084 3.77644 .3669 .33333 .4619
4.0 .0502 .041667 --.041667 .375000 .375000 --.041667 .041667 0 0 0 .62981 2.01541 4.60144 6.61685 .3046 .25000 .5039
"_ 5.0 .6810 0 0 0 .791667 .541667 --.208333 0 O 0 .66628 2.68169 7.60253 10.28422 .2608 .20000 .5363
6.0 .7048 0 0 0 --.208333 .541667 .791667 O 0 ] 0 .69338 3.37507 31.41797 14.79304 .2282 .16667 .5625 _'_
7.0 .7240 0 0 0 .041667 --.041667 .375000 .375000 --.041667 .041667 .71468 4.08975 16.06526 20.15501 .2029 .14286 .5843
8.0 . 7398 0 0 0 0 0 0 .791667 .541667 --.208333 • 73210 4. 82185 21.55735 26.37920 .1828 .12500 .6027 _:_
9.0 .7533 0 0 0 0 0 0 --.208333 .541667 .791667 .74673 5.56858 27.90570 33.47428 .1664 .11111 • 6187
B 37_00010.0 .7647 0 0 0 0 0 0 .041667 --.041667 •75917 6.32775 35.11875 41.44650 .1527 .10OO0 .6328
0 O 0 0 0 0 0.182411.0 0.4359 0.375000 O. O41667
20 54561. 833331.983333_.4106670 6 0 0 0 0
3.0 .6082 --.625000 1.625000 2.375000 O 0 0 0 O O l 1.45286
[_ 4.0 .6502 .166667 --.166667 1.500000 1.500000 --.166667 .166667 0 0 0 2. 21060
5.0 .6810 0 0 0 3.958333 2.708333 --1.041667 0.... ), 0 0 3.00109
6.0 .7048 0 0 0 ---1.250000 3.250000 4.750000 O i O 0 3.815447.0 •7240 O O 0 .291667 --.291667 2.625000 2.625000 --.291667 .291667 4.64729
--_- .7398 0 0 0 O i 0 0 [ 6.333333 4.333333 --1.666667 5.49209
-ib_---9_- .7533 0 0 0 0 .... I 0 0 I --1.875000 4.875000 7.125000.6.34835647 .416667 " --.416667 I 3.750000 7.21305
i
I
EQUATIONS AND CHARTS FOR ESTIMATING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SUPERSONIC CONTROLS ]00_
TABLE VIII.--CONTROL-SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS NOT INCLUDED IN FIGURES
(a) Ts )ered Controls
wing-tip confrols Inboard Inboardcontrols Wing-tip controls controls
a d X/ I/X/ I ..... a d kf I ----
flC,_' _CL_' .I flCm' flC,_' _Cz_' _C,. 5' flCm' : _C_'
--0.95 --0.80 .... 0.95 --0.2678 ...................... t--0.80 0 --0.0474 0.11.64 --0.1875 --0.0474
--.90 ..... 95 --.2778 ................ ' --.80 .20 --.0680 .1139 --.1865 --.066i
--.80 .40 --.1162 .1053 --.1704 --.1102
' --.60 ..... 95 --.2162 ..................... 0.20 --.80 .60 --.2086 .0846 --.1555 --.2106
--.85 0.95 .... --. 1335 .................... --.95 O --.7606 .2236 --1.3644 --.7606
--.95 0 ........... 0.2236 --0.2751 ...... --.95 .20 --.9921 .2184 --1.3578 --.9917
--.80 --.95 .20 ............ 2232 --.2751 ........ _ --.95 .40 --1.4204 .I997 --1.3085 --1.4551
--.95 .40 .... --.1076 .2218 --.2741 ........
--.95 .60 .... --.2325 .218.i --.2709 --0.2311 --.80 0 .1164 --.2133 : .......
--.95 .80 .... --. 6156 .2074 --.2587 --.6306 --.80 .20 ..... 1128 --.2118 ........
--. 95 . 95 .... --2.3878 . !399 --. 1814 --3. 0759 . 40 --.80 . 40 --. 1369 . 1002 --.200_ --. 1422
--.95 0 --.9058 . 2236 --1.5823 --.9058
--.80 .95 .... --.3349 ............ --.4466 --.95 .20 --1.1787 .2161 --1.5715 --1.1793
--.95 0 .... --.1796 .2236 --.4936 --.1796 . --.95 .40 --1.6605 .1896 --1.4907 --1.7248
--.60 --.95 .20 .... :.2420 .2226 --.4925 --.2413
--.95 .40 .... --.3773 .2192 --.4888 --.3762 ' --.60 0 .......... --.6927 ........
--.95 .60 .... --.6670 .2105 --.4758 --.6759 --.60 .29 --.0917 ........
--. 95 . 80 .... --1. 4710 . 1823 --.4276 --1. 6150 --. 60 . 40 --. 0845 ........
--.80 O --.0819 .1164 --.2392 --.0819
--. 80 0 .................. --. 1099i ......... 60 --. 80 . 20 --. 1148 . 1109 --.2366 --. 1106
--.80 .20 .................. --.1097 ....... --.80: .40 --.1820 .0927 --.2180 --.1742
--.80 .40 ............. --.1084 ........ --.95!0 --l.0510 .2236 --1.8001 --i.0510
--.80 .60 ................. --. 1038 ........ --.95 .20 --1.3642 .2123 --1.7818 --1.3669
--.80 .80 .... --.1747 ...... --.0868 --.1776 . --.95 .40 --1.8747 .1737 --1.6453 --I.9945
--.40 --. 96 O __ _ --.3249 .2236 --. 7109 --.3249
_.95 .20 .... --.4299 .2219 --.7097 --.4289 80 .75 .95 , ................. 1405
--.95 .40 .... --.6446 .2159 --.7008 --.6459 .60 .95 ...................... 2229
--.95 .60 __ _ --1.0835 .2009 --.6705 --1.1206 --.60 O .......... --.1009 ........
--.95 .80 .... --2. i657 .1526 --.5574 --2.5993 --.60 .26 .......... --.0990 ........
--.60 .40 .............. --.0861 .......
--.80 0 ................ -..1357 .... --.80 0.201 --.099} ...... --.2650 .......
--.80 .20 ................ --.1354 ........ --.89 --.1397 ..... --.2602 .......
--.80 .40 .................. --.1328 ........ --.80 .40 --.2121 ...... --.2252 ....
--.80 .60 .... --. 1106 __ _ --. 1241 --.1050 --.95 0 --1. I963 .2236 --2.0180 __
--.20 --.80 .80 .... --.2618 ...... --.0926 --.2945 --.95 .20 --1.5463 .2042 --1.9822 .....
--.95 0 .... --.4701 .2236 --.9287 --.4701 I. --.95 .40 --2.0II7 .1395 --1.7162 .....
--.95 .20 .... --.6175 .2210 --.9264 --.6165 I i
--.95 .40 .... --.9086 .2119 --.9094 --.9156 .90] .95 ................ 4493
.80 I .95 ........ i ......... 4359
--.95 .60 .... --1.4756 .1890 --.8509 --1.5654 --.60 0 __ i --.1070 --.0132I
--.80 0 ................. --.1616 ........ --.60 p .20 ..... : --.1026 --.0207
--.80 .20 .................................. --.1610 ........ --'601 0.40 I ...... : --.0703 --.0411
--.80 .40 --.1566 ......... 95 --.801 I ..... - ..... : ,.2844 --.1121
--.80 .60 .... --.1617 --.1416 --.1578 --.86 [ .20 --.1625 ..... i --.2721 --.14960
--.95 0 .... --.6153 .2236 --1.1466 --.6153 --.80 .40 --.2250 ! --.1812 --.2302
--.95 .20 .... --.8050 .2199 --1.1420 --.804i --.95 0 --1.3052 -_½_6 i --2.1813 --1.3052
--.95 .40 .... --1.1680 .2067 --1.1129 --1.1853 -- 95 .20 --l.6659 .1789 --2.0869 --1.6952
--:95 .60 _ --1.8326 .1740 --1.0110 --2.0102 --195 .40 --1.7604 .0264 --1.3815 --2.4665
(b) Untapered Controls
lboard Wing-tip controls InboardWing:tip controls m trols )ntrols
a Elf' .... q A,' ---
flC_' flCL _C_' _C_' _C_' _CLJ flC_' flCr_'
0.8 -1.1421 0.1878 -0.0879 .1.2498 [I [ 6.0 0.0320 0.0669 -0.0330 ).0349
2.0 -.4242 ,2093 -.1022 -.4328 II 0 / 8.0 .0327 .0676 -.0335 .03494 -.1619 . 164 70 1605 10. 31 81 7
-0. i 6.0 -.0720 .2188 -.1086 -.0698
8.0 -.0265 .2200 -.1094 -.0244 .8 .0125 .0446 -.0182 .0449
IO.0 .0009 .2207 -.1090 .0029 2.0 .0272 .060l -.0282 .0393
4.0 .0317 .0657 -.0319 .0375
, .8 --.1061 .0962 --.0447 -.1034 H .20 6.0 .0330 .0675 i --.0332 .0369
2.0 --.0117 .1083 --.0528 _ .0065 ]1 8.0 .0337 .0685 i --.0338 .0366
4.0 .0225 .1123 --.0556 _ .0259 II I0.0 .0341 .0690 --.0341 .0364
--" ) 6.0 .0342 .1137 --.0564 i .0366 II
8.0 .0402 .1143 --.0568 .0429 II .8 .0128 .0415 --.0158 .0608
10.0 .0437 .1147 --.0571 .0452 [ 2.0 .0289 .0603 --.0275 .0472
8 --.0190 .0702 --.0323 -.0075 [ .40 4.0 .0356'0341 .0709'0682 --.0346--'0328 .0411'0426
6.0
2.0 .0173 .0804 --.0391 .0232 8.0 .0362 .0722 --.0354 .0404
10. .0366 .0730 --.0360 .0399
--. ) 4.0 .0302 .0839 --.0414 .0334|6.0 .0346 .0850 --.0421 .0368
/80 .0369 .0856 --.0425 .0385 .8 .0120 .0376 --.0131 .0948
L 10:0 .0382 .0859 -.0427 .0395 2.0 .0300 .0603 -.0257 .0641
4.0 .0384 .0736 -.0345 .0539 I
8 .0005 .0592 -.0268 .0154 .60 6.0 .0406 ,0782 -.0376 .0505
2.0 .0226 .0694 -.0336 .0290 8.0 .0415 .0804 -,0391 .0487
.0302 .0728 --.0358 .0336 10.0 .0420 .0818 --.0400 .0477
!1 _:_ .0328 .0739 -.0366 .0361_ _ _0
_,80 .0341 .0745 -.0370 .0358 .8 .0087 .032_ -.0087 .2108
t 10.0 .0349 .0748 -.0372 .0303 2.0 .0296 .0589 -.0222 .1_284.0 .0_41 .0804 -.0343 .09058 .0078, .0527 -.0_3 .o263 .80, 6.0 .0508 .0021 _.0420 .0707
2.0 .0_5 .0638 -.0307 .0319 [ 8.0 .0636 .0682 -.0401 .07434.0 0301 0675 -.0332 0338 10.0 0549 1 18 -.0485 0711
--.20 [b 6.0 .0319 .0688 --.0340 .0344 :_
8.0 .0328 .0694 --.0344 .0347 --.0048 .0149 .0032 L4733
10. 34 9 6 9 2 .0242 .0526 --.0157 .6564
8 .0H0 .0482 --.0205 .0349. .95 4.0 .0440 .0809 --.0282 .38416.0 .0564 .0998 --.0368 .2933
0 2.0 .0258 .06] --.0291 .0349 8.0 .0657 .1145 --.0438 .2479
4.0 .0305 .0655 --.0320 .0349 10.0 .0732 .1269 --.0501 .2207
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TABLE IX.--COMPUTING FORM FOR Ch_




Tip Moth coneRoot Moch cone "_.
M= 1.80 Root case 3
fl = _/_/_- 1 = 1.496__._7 Tip case3
Tapered flap:
';" ___ tanA 05995 Csr'_--cs'__ ,
---'_--ct . g=-_- ....... 2M,,3_!l_i_ fl2a__bs, csr--cf I --5.2159
_all JZh n ,.man 1
xt .... a=_ ........ K_=/3(l_d ) -----1.0262 Unt_pered flap:
d =tan ATE=0,3489 K7_=1.1117
KI = fly,_----7.857_.__7 Ks = fly{" = 5.9_6.___8
)'K:= fty,=2.993____4 Kg= fl _--yl =23.947_._____2
A.r _ I Ka=,8 --yi)=5.9868 ,8<1-}-d)
(b) 1K,=f3 --y2 =1.1225 K,, = _-1_ =0.4776

